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This article describes blockchains constructed using the SignedData Cryptographic Message 
Syntax data type, which serves as a container for the block header and data content components 
of the blockchain blocks.

Abstract
This paper describes blockchains constructed using the 
SignedData Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) data 
type. SignedData serves as a container for the block header 
and data content components of the blockchain blocks. The 
described blockchain and each of its blocks can be distrib-
uted, allowing each block to be managed in a different secu-
rity zone and to reside at a different physical location on the 
Internet of things (IoT). SignedData blockchains can be em-
bedded in the records of other storage system types, such as 
blockchain, distributed ledger, and database systems. An ex-
tended hash pointer that links the series of SignedData blocks 
together is applied to create sidechains that can be added to 
or deleted from any block to address privacy concerns such as 
right-to-be-forgotten and to link SigncryptedData and oth-
er object types to a SignedData block. A tokenization man-
ifest is presented that supports “off-chain,” field-level data 
confidentiality of block content. When these techniques are 
combined with digital signatures, confidentiality, data integ-
rity, and origin authenticity can be provided to entire blocks, 
transactions, or transaction fields within a block.

A blockchain is “a new paradigm of data storage and 
management” that decentralizes traditional Infor-
mation and Communications Technology (ICT) 

“where data is centrally collected, stored, and processed” [1]. 
A blockchain1 is “in essence an append-only, decentralized 
database” whose data is “stored on multiple nodes (com-
puters)” [1]. The SignedData message specified in any of the 

1 Phillip Griffin and Jeff Stapleton, “Gaining Confidence in the Cloud,” ISSA Journal, 
January 2016 – http://phillipgriffin.com/whitepapers/CLOUD_ISSA0116.pdf.

Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) standards can be used 
as a schema to create distributed blockchains whose individ-
ual blocks can also be distributed [2][3][4]. 
A set of CMS SignedData messages can form a “distributed 
series of signed, hash-linked, append-only, time stamped sets 
of data” that are grouped into blocks [5]. When these Signed-
Data messages are signed using a key associated with a cer-
tificate in a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), assurance of the 
data integrity and origin authenticity of the series of blocks 
can be provided. Once a block is signed, any subsequent 
changes to the block can be detected. 
The CMS standard defines multiple message types. These 
types include the Data, DigestedData, and SignedData types 
described in this article. CMS cryptographic messages are 
abstract data types. Their structure and features are specified 
using Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1).
ISO/IEC 2382 defines an abstract data type (ADT) as a data 
structure that can be described by “a list of operations or 
features” and the “formal properties of these operations” 
[6]. In an ADT, the interfaces to the type provide a level of 
abstraction being “separated from the implementation” [6]. 
The abstract syntax used to specify a schema for information 
exchange using ASN.1 is separate from the concrete syntax of 
the ASN.1 encoding rules used to transfer values [7]. 
Thus, a single ASN.1 schema can be used to transfer values in 
multiple formats. This allows abstract values to be represent-
ed in compact binary formats in environments constrained 
by limited storage, bandwidth, or volume of transactions be-
ing processed. The same abstract values can also be repre-
sented in verbose, human-readable text formats (e.g., XML, 
JSON, etc.) when used in resource-rich environments. 
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ASN.1 is a formal schema definition language used to generate 
programming language code to enable cross-platform infor-
mation exchange [7]. ASN.1 is a set of international standards 
defined jointly by ISO and IEC, and the ITU-T. In the ITU-T 
they are identified as the X.680-series [8] and X.690-series 
[9] of recommendations. Messages defined in ASN.1 are used 
for information exchange in protocols and standards that are 
core to current and future Internet of things (IoT) environ-
ments, including those for smartphones, RFID tags, secure 
payment systems, network management, and telebiometric 
identification and authentication [10]. 
ASN.1 and CMS are mature standards. They have been widely 
deployed in a range of applications and systems for more than 
twenty-five years. The CMS schema has been standardized as 
“RSA Public Key Cryptography Standard (PKCS) #7, the Se-
cure Electronic Mail (S/MIME) CMS standard defined by the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the X9.73 Cryp-
tographic Message Syntax” used in the United States financial 
services [10]. 
The syntax described using ASN.1 in this document was first 
proposed for standardization in an ITU Kaleidoscope 2013 
Conference paper [10]. The presented proposal was accepted 
and work began on a new international version of the CMS 
standard by the ITU-T Study Group 17 (SG17) Security com-
mittee. This standardization effort resulted in the approval of 
ITU-T Recommendation X.894 [2] in 2018.

Related work
A review of blockchain vendor solutions and published re-
search found no evidence of information exchange being 
based on a formal schema definition language such as ASN.1. 
The ASN.1 notation is used by the telecommunications in-
dustry in their smartphone, radio frequency identification 
(RFID), and security standards. These standards are widely 
used to generate software that enables information exchange 
messages between hundreds of platforms that constitute im-
portant parts of the Internet of things (IoT). 
No evidence was found in the review of extensibility features 
in message designs, cryptographic algorithm independence, 
or programming language neutrality, all of which are provid-
ed in the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) schema spec-
ified using ASN.1. Further review found that little attention 
had been placed on security techniques providing blockchain 
data confidentiality required to protect sensitive business and 
personally identifiable information (PII). 
The contribution of this paper is to provide capabilities that can 
address these issues by defining a container for a blockchain 
data structure that can be constructed using a long-standard-
ized secure messaging protocol, CMS. The CMS cryptographic 
processing is well documented in several standards. CMS mes-
sages are defined using ASN.1, an abstract schema definition 
notation used for programming language code generation 
whose transfer syntax is programming language, operating 
system, and hardware agnostic. The CMS messages are exten-
sible and allow any user to include additional signed attributes 

that are bound to block data under a digital signature based on 
any algorithm of the signers choosing. 

Signed data blocks
Blockchain components
The CMS SignedData message type can serve as a container 
for the two basic components used to create blocks in a tra-
ditional Bitcoin blockchain. These components are a “block 
header” and its associated data, grouped into a “block of items 
to be timestamped” [11]. In a Bitcoin blockchain, the block 
header may include a hash of data in the preceding block, a 
timestamp on the data in the current block, and other infor-
mation that is distinct from the block data itself. 
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precedingBlock ATTRIBUTE ::= {
 WITH SYNTAX HashPointer 
  ID id-PrecedingBlock 
}

Beyond the two required CMS attributes, any number of ad-
ditional attributes can be included in any SignedData block 
header. Other attributes used for linking blockchain infor-
mation include the parentBlock and sidechains attributes [5]. 
These attributes are defined using ASN.1 as follows:

parentBlock ATTRIBUTE ::= {
 WITH SYNTAX ParentBlock
  ID id-ParentBlock 
}
ParentBlock ::= HashPointer 

sidechains ATTRIBUTE ::= {
 WITH SYNTAX Sidechains 
  ID id-Sidechains
}

Sidechains ::=
 SEQUENCE SIZE(0..MAX) OF linked Sidechain
Sidechain ::= HashPointer

Hash pointer targets
The precedingBlock, parentBlock, and sidechains attributes 
are each uniquely identified “so that applications can readily 
distinguish” between these “types of links” [5]. All three at-
tributes rely on a common ASN.1 user-defined type named 
HashPointer. The HashPointer type used to link blocks in a 
SignedData blockchain is an extended hash pointer abstract 
data type. Traditionally, a hash pointer ADT contains only 
two elements, “a pointer to the place where some information 
is stored” and the “cryptographic hash of the information” [12].

The block header component in a SignedData block is a val-
ue of CMS type SignerInfo. The associated “block of items to 
be timestamped” [11] is a value of CMS type Data. The block 
header and associated data are cryptographically bound by a 
signed hash of the data. 
The signature and the hash on the data are both stored in the 
block header. The block header also contains an identifier of 
the signing key and the cryptographic algorithm identifiers 
of the hash and 
signature. The 
SignedData block 
header and data 
are illustrated in 
figure 1.

Figure 1 – SignedData block

A set of signed attributes is also contained in the block head-
er. The attributes are cryptographically bound to the block 
data under the digital signature. The signed attributes include 
the required CMS messageDigest attribute containing the 
hash of the data and the required CMS contentInfo attribute 
that identifies the type of data being hashed. Any number of 
additional attributes of any type or format may be included in 
the block header by the signer when a new block is appended 
to the top of the SignedData blockchain stack of blocks. 
Blocks other than the first block in the blockchain must link 
each new block added to the stack to the current top-of-stack 
block. Block linkage is accomplished by including a preced-
ingBlock attribute in the block header signed attributes. This 
is illustrated by the left arrow in figure 1. A precedingBlock 
attribute contains the “hash (message digest) of the SignerIn-
fo header of the preceding block in the blockchain” [5]. This 
attribute is defined using ASN.1 as follows:
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Each of these types is identified by a unique information ob-
ject identifier defined in the CMS standards. 
External types of hash-linked data may also be associated 
with a given SignedData block using type HashPointer. This 
content may be associated with a SignedData block by an 
application for any purpose. External content may be of any 
type or format, including blocks, transactions, chain-code, 
or other objects supported by Hyperledger, Corda, Ethereum, 
and other blockchain or distributed ledger systems.
Only the hash of external data types and a pointer to exter-
nal objects are included in the SignedData block header. The 
structural details and formats of external objects are not re-
quired for SignedData blockchain processing. These can be 
ignored by blockchain participants and applications unable 
to process them and treated as opaque data. 

Sidechains
Sidechains have been described as a means of moving “as-
sets to and from other blockchains” [13], “an interoperable 
blockchain solution that can be used to decentralize risk and 
enhance security” [5] of the overall blockchain system. Side-
chains enable operations to be split “between entities” in or-
der to “limit the damage an attacker can cause” [13]. 
Permissioned sidechains allow participants with access to 
“manage their own operational environment without af-
fecting any parent blocks” [5]. Sidechains can also enable 
important system agility benefits. Implementations can test 
new cryptography and consensus protocols in isolation on a 
sidechain “without harming the main network should vul-
nerabilities arise” [14]. 
In a SignedData blockchain “each block can spawn a series of 
sidechains” [5]. Each block in a parent SignedData blockchain 
can be extended with a sidechain using a signed sidechains 
attribute. SignedData sidechain blocks can also be extended 
in the same manner. This extensibility feature allows Signed-
Data blockchain-based applications “to create and manage 
flexible blockchain grids” [5]. Two types of SignedData side-
chain block types can be supported: fixed and ephemeral. 
Fixed sidechains can be added to any SignedData block head-
er before its attributes are signed. Any number of sidechain 
attributes can be added. Once the block header is signed, 
these links to sidechain blocks are “fixed.” They may not 
be altered or removed without affecting the integrity of the 
SignedData blockchain. Sidechain blocks may be doubly 
linked from a block in the sidechain back to a block in the 
parent blockchain by including a parentBlock attribute in the 
block header of a sidchain block. This linkage is illustated in 
figure 2.
In this figure, the 
Root or genesis 
block of the fixed 
sidechain points 
to the top block in 

The extended version of the hash pointer ADT used to link 
together blocks in a SignedData blockchain contains a third 
element. This element identifies the type of the data being 
pointed to and being hashed. In the HashPointer type, the 
hash component is defined as “a value of the CMS message 
type DigestedData” [5]. Type HashPointer is defined using 
ASN.1 as follows:

HashPointer ::= SEQUENCE {
 hash DigestedData OPTIONAL,
 pointers Pointers OPTIONAL
}
 (ALL EXCEPT 
 ({ -- Neither component present -- }))

Pointers ::= 
 SEQUENCE SIZE(1..MAX) OF pointer Pointer

Pointer ::= CHOICE {
 uri URI,
	 rfid	RFID,
 gps GPS, 
 address Address, 
 dbRecord DBRecord, 

 ... -- Expect other pointer types --
}

Type Pointer is a set of choice alternatives that can be col-
lected in a series to form a value of type Pointers, the type of 
the pointers component of type HashPointer. The hash com-
ponent of type HashPointer is a value of type DigestedData. 
The type of the link target of a SignerInfo block header is es-
tablished by setting the link target type in the DigestedData 
encapContentInfo component, which is defined using ASN.1 
as follows:

DigestedData ::= SEQUENCE {
 version CMSVersion,
 digestAlgorithm 
	 	 DigestAlgorithmIdentifier,
 encapContentInfo EncapsulatedContentInfo,
 digest Digest
}

EncapsulatedContentInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
 eContentType ContentType,
 eContent [0] EXPLICIT 
  OCTET STRING OPTIONAL
} 

A value of type DigestedData contains the hash of the content 
and the hash algorithm identifier. This value also identifies 
the type of the content being hashed. This hashed content 
type is a value of type SignerInfo when the block header of a 
SignedData block is the target of type HashPointer. 
Pointers to other CMS types can be used to provide priva-
cy-preserving confidentiality services for user data associated 
with a SignedData block and stored off-chain. These types in-
clude SigncryptedData, EnvelopedData, and EncryptedData. Figure 2 – Doubly-linked SignedData sidechain
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a parent blockchain. The top block in the parent blockchain 
points to the Root block of the fixed sidechain. Both of these 
pointers are signed attributes and cannot be modified or re-
moved without detection. 
The CMS SignedData type traditionally supports multiple 
message signers, or cosigners. Each cosigner uses a value of 
type SignedInfo in a series contained in a value of type Sign-
erInfos. The first of these values has been described here as 
the block header component in a SignedData blockchain. 
When an ASN.1 value of type SignedData is represented us-
ing “the indefinite length form” [7], of encoding, additional 
SignerInfo values can be added to or removed from a Signed-
Data block. The additional SignerInfo values can be used to 
manage a set of ephemeral sidechains without affecting the 
integrity of the parent blockchain. An example encoding of 
a value in the indefinite length form is illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3 – Ephemeral sidechains

Indefinite length encoding is used in figure 3 to form a value 
of type SignerInfos that contains no length information. This 
value is represented using the ASN.1 XML Encoding Rules 
(XER) [15]. Other ASN.1 encoding rules, such as the com-
pact, efficient, and reliable encodings produced by the Basic 
Encoding Rules (BER) also support the indefinite length form 
as an encoding option [9]. 
SignedData block values represented using definite length en-
codings, such as those provided by the ASN.1 Distinguished 
Encoding Rules (DER), contain length information. Use of 
these definite length encodings prohibit support for ephem-
eral sidchains. Only fixed sidechains may be used with DER. 
Ephemeral sidechains are created by adding additional Sign-
erInfo values to a SignedData block. These sidechains can be 
added to or removed from any block at any time. This allows 
them to be used as a permanent or temporary data store that 
can support efficient storage management in resource-con-
strained environments. 

Distributed block benefits
One metric for quantifying the scalability of a given block-
chain architecture is to measure how well the architecture 
achieves the “decentralization of block production (DBP)” 
[16]. The term DRP can be defined as “the number of block 
producers” [16]. In a permissionless blockchain with no re-
strictions on membership or participation, DRP is assumed 
to be maximized since anyone is free to join and participate. 
In a SignedData blockchain, DRP can be maximized by dis-
tributing each block to a different producer. Each SignerIn-

fo block header can have a different signer. Each signer can 
use a different signature key, hash algorithm, and signature 
algorithm, perhaps to meet national or jurisdictional legal 
requirements. Each block can spawn additional block pro-
ducers by creating new sidchains, and these producers can be 
located anywhere. 
By distributing SignedData blocks to different physical loca-
tions on the Internet of things (IoT), each block can be man-
aged in a separate security zone. The segmentation of a “net-
work into security zones” is a “fundamental component of an 
information security strategy” [17]. Application of this tech-
nique increases the number of nodes that must be attacked to 
gain benefit, and it can reduce “the liklihood of a compromise 
from spreading” [17]. 

Embedded blocks 
The CMS standard was “an outgrowth of Internet Priva-
cy-Enhanced Mail” (PEM), an Internet mail standard pub-
lished in 1993 [18]. The transfer syntax of both PEM and CMS 
was initially specified for use as complete “cryptographically 
protected messages” [18]. PEM messages were defined in an 
augmented Backus-Naur Form (BNF), while CMS messages 
were defined using a formal notation for cross-platform in-
formation exchange using the Abstract Syntax Notation One 
(ASN.1) standards [6][7].
Unlike BNF, messages defined using ASN.1 are not tied to a 
particular transfer format. Binary and text encodings of the 
same abstract values specified in a common ASN.1 schema 
are supported. ASN.1 is not tied to specific programming 
languages, operating systems, or hardware. For these reasons, 
the early Internet payment protocol, the Secure Electronic 
Transactions (SET) standard [19] relied on ASN.1. The SET 
standard became the first specification to use CMS messag-
es as data fields embedded inside of other messages and sys-
tems. The blocks of SignedData blockchains can also be used 
as cryptographically protected embedded data fields. 
A SignedData block is composed of two logical components, 
a block header and its associated block data. When a Signed-
Data block is used as a record or field in a transaction or stor-
age system, it can be treated as simple, opaque data whose 
structural details can be ignored by the system. As an opaque 
data type, SignedData blocks can be embedded in a system 
without interfering with normal system processing. A series 
of these opaque SignedData blocks can be used to form an 
embedded blockchain. 
Applications that are external to a system and aware of an 
embedded SignedData blockchain can use its hash-linked 
blocks to navigate through a set of dispersed system transac-
tions or records. These applications can then access and pro-
cess subsets of system content without the cooperation of the 
underlying system and without impact on system operations. 
For the purposes of processing, these systems can view the 
embedded SignedData blocks as ordinary data. 
SignedData blocks can be used to create embedded block-
chains in other blockchain and distributed ledger types. 
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These other types include popular blockchain and distributed 
ledger data storage systems such as Corda, Ethereum, Fab-
ric, and Hyperledger. These systems can serve as hosts for the 
embedded blocks, and can treat them as ordinary transaction 
data to be hashed rather than as signed CMS messages. 
SignedData blocks embedded in these host systems are pro-
tected in the same way as any other content. However, when 
embedded SignedData blocks are included in transactions 
and are themselves signed using keys associated with digi-
tal certificates in a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), they can 
provide cryptographic services that may not be available from 
the host system. These services may include transaction-level 
origin authenticity and non-repudiation, or privacy enhanc-
ing, field-level data confidentiality. Techniques such as sign-
cryption2 [20] or tokenization may be applied to embedded 
content to ensure data confidentiality and privacy. 
The opportunity cost of embedding SignedData blocks as 
data content hashed by a host system is the loss of their ability 
to support ephemeral sidechains. Once an embedded Signed-
Data block has been recorded in a set of hashed and time-
stamped transactions, additional SignerInfo values cannot be 
added to the block. Any modifications made to a SignedData 
block after it is recorded would alter the integrity of host sys-
tem hash-links. 

2 Phillip Griffin, “Signcryption Information Assets,” ISSA Journal, June 2012  – http://
phillipgriffin.com/whitepapers/Griffin-Signcryption%20Information%20Assets.pdf.

Confidentiality techniques
SigncryptedData blocks
Signcryption, invented in 1997 by Yuilang Zheng [21], is a 
“cryptographic primitive defined in the ISO/IEC 29150 stan-
dard” [20] that combines “signature and encryption schemes 
to perform digital signature and asymmetric encryption 
functions simultaneously” [22]. The CMS standard defines 
signcryption as a security technique that provides “confiden-
tiality, data integrity, and origin authenticity services” [3]. 
Signcryption has “better performance than sign-then-en-
crypt schemes” and its operation “results in a smaller cipher-
text value at a lower cost of computation” [3]. These features 
make signcryption well suited for use in “(IoT) and other en-
vironments constrained by limited bandwidth (e.g., wireless 
mobile devices), high volumes of transactions (e.g., Internet 
commerce), or size or cost of storage (e.g., smart cards)” [3].
The CMS standard specifies a SigncryptedData type that can 
be embedded in data fields or linked using type HashPointer 
in a SignedData blockchain. This SigncryptedData type pro-
vides four modes of operation, messages that are uniquely 
identified in the CMS standard as signcrypted-components, 
signcrypted-content, signcrypted-attributes, and signcrypt-
ed-envelope. All four modes protect data by using “the public 
and private keys” of the signcrypting message sender “and the 
public key of the recipient” who can designcrypt the protect-
ed data [3]. The recipient simultaneously verifies the signature 
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PRESENT, “one of the first lightweight block cipher designs 
that was proposed for constrained hardware environments” 
[23]. Others may choose from the SIMON and SPECK family 
of algorithms that were “designed to be simple, flexible, and 
perform well in hardware and software” [23]. 

Tokenization 
Tokenization is the cryptographic data protection “process 
of mapping a plaintext value” to a “surrogate value (i.e., a 
token)” [24]. The token generated by this process is used to 
protect a “sensitive value by replacing and representing it in 
a limited way” [24]. Tokenization techniques may involve 
encryption, but in a SignedData blockchain, a tokenization 
manifest allows sensitive data to be stored “off chain” [25]. 
Only the token and associate operational data need be stored 
and timestamped in a block. 
Off-chain storage allows data to be protected by encryption 
and digital signatures, as well as by access and other security 
controls. This allows a layered approach to data protection to 
be applied to treat risk of unauthorized access to information, 
rather than simply storing encrypted values within the block 
content. Encrypted data stored off chain can be reencrypted 
as needed to ensure that data remains adequately protected as 
the cryptographic algorithm, key length, and policy require-
ments of organizations evolve. 
A CMS tokenization manifest attribute is specified for use in 
SignedData. This feature has important privacy implications 
since encrypted values may be decrypted as encryption algo-
rithms fail over time and key length requirements increase. 
Only the token, the surrogate value that represents the actual 
data, and a hash of the data and its location need be stored in 
the block. The actual data the token represents is stored and 
protected off chain. 
Off-chain data can be deleted if necessary to comply with 
an organization’s retention policy, or to meet privacy re-
quirememts, such as the right-to-be-forgotten in legislation 
such as the European Union (EU) General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) [26]. Deleting off-chain data does not af-
fect blockchain integrity, since the token and any associated 
metadata are not modified. 
The tokenization manifest attribute defined in the CMS stan-
dard can be included in the header of a SignedData block. 
Here, the manifest is bound under a digital signature to the 
data containing the list of surrogate values. This signed attri-
bute provides field-level data confidentiality in the data asso-
ciated with its block header. This technique also provides the 
ability to delete data recorded by reference in a block without 
impact on blockchain integrity. 
An example tokenization manifest using the XPath (XML Path 
Language) is illustrated in figure 4. This signed attribute value 
is represented using the XML Encoding Rules of ASN.1. To ver-
ify the signature on data containing tokenized values, a relying 
party “uses the list of XPath expressions to locate the tags in 
an XML-instance document that contain tokenized data” [3].

and recovers the encrypted information from the ciphertext 
value in a single, efficient operation. 
Verification requires recipients to use their own public and 
private keys and the public key of the signcrypting message 
sender. The CMS information object identifiers that name 
each SigncryptedData mode indicate a unique data type in 
terms of its cryptographic processing. These names can be 
used in a value of type HashPointer to identify the type of 
data being hashed. 
The signcrypted-components mode allows a set of data fields 
in content of any format or type to be signcrypted. [3]. The 
resulting ciphertext value is then signed along with a set of 
attributes that includes a manifest of the signcrypted loca-
tions in the data content. An extensible set of manifests is 
supported, as each manifest type is specific for a given type 
of data. A manifest for locating a set of signcrypted fields in 
an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document is defined 
in CMS. This manifest is similar to the tokenization manifest 
illustrated in figure 4. 

Figure 4 – XPath manifest

As with the SignedData message, SigncryptedData supports 
multiple senders and recipients. In the signcrypted-envelope 
mode, bulk content “of any type of format is encrypted un-
der a symmetric key to create ciphertext for sharing with 
one or more message recipients” [3]. This symmetric content 
encryption key (CEK) and a hash of the ciphertext are then 
“signcrypted for each message recipient using the public-pri-
vate keys of the sender and the public key of each recipent” [3].
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Conclusion
The construction of blockchains using the CMS SignedData 
message type as the container for the header and data compo-
nents of its blocks was described. Techniques for creating and 
managing fixed and ephemeral SignedData sidechain blocks 
and potential privacy benefits were also discussed. The article 
described embedding SignedData blocks in the transactions 
of other blockchain and distributed ledger types and how 
these systems could be linked to SignedData blocks. Finally, 
signcryption and tokenization security techniques for pro-
viding field-level data confidentiality to protect the privacy of 
sensitive user information off chain were described. 
A complete ASN.1 schema for the CMS SignedData block-
chains described in this article is available at http://phillip-
griffin.com/SignedDataBlocks.asn. The schema is in the form 
of an ASN.1 module. This format is suitable for input to pro-
gramming language code generation tools that can support 
application information exchange on hundreds of platforms. 
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